[Movement disorders in weightlessness].
The system MONIMIR has been developed to study the coordination of eye, head and arm movements as well as spinal reflexes in microgravity and was used during three spaceflights on board of the station MIR. The following investigations in the course of the experiment MONIMIR were performed: (1) slow head movements in three planes, (2.3) fast pointing movements of eyes, head and arm to acoustic and visual targets, (4) tracking movements of eyes, head and arm to visual targets, (5) head and arm movements based on short term memory and (6) patellar-tendon-reflex. In microgravity different functions and effectors showed different nature and degree of disturbance and different courses in adaptation; in most of the tests exactness and velocity of head and arm movement was decreased; head movements were more disturbed than arm movements; fast pointing movements were more severely affected than slow tracking movements which partly improved; visual controlled movements showed better adaptation as only proprioceptive controlled movements; the patellar-tendon-reflex was highly increased. Disturbances were most pronounced in the early stage of the spaceflights; at later stages most of the performances improved. Methods and results can be used not only for improvement of election and health control of cosmonauts/astronauts for future longterm space missions but also for diagnostics and research of adaptational processes in course of diseases or extreme conditions on earth.